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Ecosystem carbon losses from soil microbial respiration are a key
component of global carbon cycling, resulting in the transfer of
40–70 Pg carbon from soil to the atmosphere each year. Because
these microbial processes can feed back to climate change, understanding respiration responses to environmental factors is necessary for improved projections. We focus on respiration responses
to soil moisture, which remain unresolved in ecosystem models. A
common assumption of large-scale models is that soil microorganisms respond to moisture in the same way, regardless of location
or climate. Here, we show that soil respiration is constrained by
historical climate. We find that historical rainfall controls both the
moisture dependence and sensitivity of respiration. Moisture sensitivity, defined as the slope of respiration vs. moisture, increased
fourfold across a 480-mm rainfall gradient, resulting in twofold
greater carbon loss on average in historically wetter soils compared with historically drier soils. The respiration–moisture relationship was resistant to environmental change in field common
gardens and field rainfall manipulations, supporting a persistent
effect of historical climate on microbial respiration. Based on these
results, predicting future carbon cycling with climate change will
require an understanding of the spatial variation and temporal
lags in microbial responses created by historical rainfall.
microbial
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cosystem models generally assume that aggregate function in
soil microbial communities will respond to environmental
change instantaneously and uniformly. However, microbial responses to altered environmental conditions can diverge from
expectations if taxa are environmentally sorted or locally adapted
and resistant to compositional or genetic shifts (1). Such historical contingencies mean that microbial processes are not
predictable based on contemporary environmental conditions.
This may be one reason why current models that incorporate
microbial processes predict, at best, 50% of the existing spatial
variation in soil carbon (C) stocks (2). Historical contingencies
are supported by observed spatial variation in the temperature
sensitivity of soil microbial respiration, decomposition, and C use
efficiency across boreal to tropical sites (3, 4), albeit with no
indication of mechanism.
Soil moisture constrains microbial processes (5, 6), but the
lack of consensus on microbial moisture dependence and sensitivity has led to the use of diverse moisture functions in biogeochemical models, resulting in widely varying predictions (7).
Moisture functions are largely based on abiotic soil properties
that affect access to C and nutrients via diffusion to the cell
surface; biotic contributions are generally limited to the C uptake
rate, which is assumed to be proportional to the respiration rate
(8, 9). However, microbial adaptation to stress and species sorting
based on environmental conditions (10, 11) can both generate
historical contingencies across a gradient of moisture availability.
We propose that divergent model predictions could be resolved by
accounting for variation in microbial respiration caused by historical contingencies, which should be found in ecosystems with
different rainfall regimes.
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Previous studies of soil microbial respiration responses to
environmental factors have compared distant regions where
many conditions other than climate covary. To avoid this problem, we investigated respiration–moisture responses using soils
from savanna grasslands across a steep precipitation gradient on
a single geological formation (SI Appendix, Fig. S1 and Table
S1). Savanna and grassland ecosystems cover 35% of Earth’s
terrestrial surface and contain 28% of soil C (12), and therefore
play an important role in the global C cycle. Across the gradient
from east to west, mean annual precipitation (MAP) declines
from ∼87 to 41 cm, whereas mean annual temperature varies
by ∼2 °C north to south. Additional site characteristics are uncorrelated with position on the gradient, including soil pH, C, N,
P, Ca, Mg, percentage clay, microbial biomass C, and vegetation
cover. However, based on nonmetric multidimensional scaling
(NMS) ordination of 454 pyrosequencing data, bacteria community composition along NMS axis 1 (representing 72% of the
variation in composition) covaries with MAP across the gradient,
with the least similar communities located at the driest and
wettest endpoints (Fig. 1A). To a much lesser extent, bacteria
community composition correlates with microbial biomass C
along NMS axis 2, which captured 21% of the community variation (Fig. 1B). This regional pattern is consistent with local
adaptation and/or species sorting along historical rainfall gradients, with secondary variation caused by site factors that affect
microbial biomass. The lack of collinearity between rainfall and
soil conditions, coupled with the close relationship between
bacteria and rainfall, makes this an ideal system in which to test
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the independent effects of historical climate on soil microbial
function.
We examined the moisture responses of soil respiration using
three complementary experiments: (i) a reciprocal moisture
laboratory incubation with and without litter addition (12 mo),
(ii) a field reciprocal transplant experiment (18 mo), and (iii) a
field rainfall manipulation (18 mo). The long-term laboratory
incubation experiment allowed us to quantify two aspects of soil
respiration responses to water availability, moisture dependence
(the magnitude of the response to soil moisture) and moisture
sensitivity (the slope of respiration versus soil moisture), which
we expected to vary with historical rainfall. Furthermore, we
used the litter treatments to test the hypothesis that moisture
responses were independent of resource availability. The field
reciprocal transplant experiment was conducted to examine
whether historical contingencies observed in the laboratory could
be replicated in the field, more specifically to test the premise
that microbial acclimatization to novel moisture conditions was
constrained by potential dispersal of microbes from the surrounding environment. Finally, the objective of the field rainfall
manipulation experiment was to examine whether microbial
functional legacies of past rainfall regimes could be altered by
directly manipulating precipitation.

Results and Discussion
We found regional variation in the moisture dependence of
respiration (P = 0.006) using soils from the gradient (Fig. 1) that
were maintained at four moisture levels for 1 y in laboratory
microcosms. At 29% moisture, respiration rates doubled in soils
from historically wetter eastern vs. historically drier western and
central sites, but this pattern collapsed as moisture decreased to
7% (Fig. 2 A and B). Maximum respiration rates were achieved
for eastern soils at or above 23% moisture, whereas western and
central sites reached maximum respiration at 15% moisture (Fig.
2 A and B). Within regions, site-level moisture responses also
varied somewhat (SI Appendix, Fig. S2 and Table S2), likely due
to contributions from local edaphic factors. Historical climate
can interact with local resource availability or stoichiometry to
drive microbial respiration (13) and thus we added litter to half
of the microcosms to ensure responses were not C limited. Litter
addition stimulated respiration by ∼2.2 times (P < 0.001), except
at the lowest 7% soil moisture treatment where litter had no
effect (P < 0.001; SI Appendix, Table S2). Regardless of magnitude, the relationship among regions remained unchanged by
the addition of litter (P = 0.100; Fig. 2 A and B) and was consistent
throughout the experiment (SI Appendix, Figs. S3 and S4), suggesting that historical climate effects on the moisture–respiration

Fig. 2. Soil respiration by region of origin and soil moisture for (A) control and (B) litter addition treatments and (C) moisture sensitivity of soil respiration as
a function of increasing MAP and litter addition in the laboratory incubation reciprocal moisture experiment. There were significant interactions of region by
moisture (P < 0.001) and moisture by litter (P < 0.001) (A and B). Soils originating from wetter eastern regions respired significantly more than drier central or
western regions except at 7% moisture, where western soils respired more than eastern. Respiration was elevated with litter, except at 7% moisture.
Means ±1 SE (n = 8) are plotted, with values averaged over 12 dates. MAP explained 61% of the variation in moisture sensitivity (C) (P < 0.001).
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Fig. 1. NMS of 454 pyrosequencing data from the gradient sites captured 93% of the variation in bacteria community composition, with 72% in the first
axis and 21% in the second axis. (A) Along NMS axis 1, historical rainfall (MAP) explained 66% of the variation in bacteria community composition (P =
0.001). (B) On NMS axis 2, microbial biomass C (MBC) accounted for 40% of the variation (P = 0.027). No other environmental variables contributed to the
regression models.
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Fig. 3. Respiration rates for soils originating from historically wetter eastern sites and drier western sites incubated at high and low soil moisture after 18 mo
transplanted in the (A) eastern and (B) western common gardens. Region of soil origin was the only significant factor affecting respiration (P = 0.004). Data
are means ±1 SE (n = 18), with values averaged over four time points taken across 8 wk in the laboratory. Note that the y axes do not start at zero.

relationship occur independent of C availability and can be
persistent.
The moisture sensitivity of soil respiration was affected by
MAP and litter treatment [r2 = 0.611, P < 0.001, Akaike information criterion (AIC) = −293.3]. Sensitivity quadrupled as
MAP increased by 480 mm (Fig. 2C). Moisture sensitivity tripled
when litter was added compared with control microcosms, but
there was no significant interaction of litter with MAP (P =
0.303), supporting independent climate- and resource-based selection. These results further underscore the potential for regional spatial variation in the respiration–moisture relationship
to affect ecosystem C cycling. Moreover, no soil properties were
retained in the final model, suggesting that biotic drivers were
principally responsible for the patterns observed. Microbial
moisture sensitivity was also more important than abiotic diffusion constraints when modeling respiration pulses (Birch effects)
in response to drying–rewetting cycles (14). Our work focused on
microbial respiration responses to stable moisture treatments; in
other systems, responses to variable moisture conditions that
induce multiple stress events may depend on different aspects of
historical climate and have different outcomes (15).
Because this initial experiment was carried out in laboratory
microcosms, there were no inputs of new taxa from dispersal. We
postulated that microbial dispersal would reduce legacy effects
under a changing moisture regime (16). To separate historical
and current climate conditions in the field, we transplanted soil
cores from the wetter eastern and drier western regions of the
rain gradient into common gardens located in each region. We
focused on the eastern and western regions because the central
region and western region rarely differed in the long-term incubation. All soil cores in the experiment were open to passive
dispersal. After 18 mo in the field, region of origin remained the
primary determinant of soil respiration responses to controlled
moisture in the laboratory (P = 0.004; SI Appendix, Table S3),
with soils from wetter eastern sites respiring ∼13% more on
average than those from drier western sites (Fig. 3). Respiration
also depended to a much smaller extent on the four-way interaction of date, garden location, moisture treatment, and site (P =
0.018; SI Appendix, Table S3), reflecting site differences in the
response to transplantation and moisture.
An important question about historical contingencies is
whether and how quickly they can be overcome when the environment changes. We did not see such a shift in the field reciprocal transplant common gardens, but drought across the
gradient during that time period may have limited opportunities
for moisture-based selection. Thus, we also tested respiration–
moisture responses for soils from a field experiment on the
eastern end of the gradient. Rainfall was manipulated for 18 mo,
6324 | www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1620811114

using rainfall exclusion shelters and irrigation (SI Appendix, Fig.
S5). The field rainfall treatments varied by ∼1,000 mm (326 vs.
1,331 mm), representing the driest and wettest years observed in
the local historical record. When the respiration–moisture response for these soils was tested under controlled conditions,
respiration depended on the laboratory moisture treatment (P <
0.001; SI Appendix, Table S4), but was unaffected by the field
rainfall treatments (P = 0.629; SI Appendix, Table S4 and Fig. 4).
The lack of functional change in both the field common gardens
and field rainfall manipulation suggests that local microbial
communities are highly resistant to change. We know this is the
case for the soils reciprocally transplanted in the gradient common gardens, where bacteria community composition primarily
reflected the site of origin rather than garden treatment (SI
Appendix, Table S5).
In ecosystem C models, environmental dependency is often
linked to C use efficiency (17), which we did not measure here.
We can, however, consider the relationship between microbial
production and respiration by using microbial biomass C as a

Fig. 4. The moisture response of soil respiration rates in the field rainfall
manipulation experiment was significantly affected by current soil moisture
(P < 0.001). Field rain treatments, which were maintained at high
(1,331 mm·y−1) or low (326 mm·y−1) levels, had no effect on respiration.
Means ±1 SE (n = 8) are plotted with values averaged over 8 wk in laboratory
microcosms.
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scaling up local respiration–moisture relationships is the development of functional types defined to capture these dynamics
(29). Such efforts will require an improved understanding of the
spatial and temporal scales at which historical contingencies
occur and persist and how those will impact microbial C cycling
in the face of a changing climate.
Methods
Rainfall Gradient Characterization. The gradient sites are located across the
Edwards Plateau in central Texas, where MAP ranges from ∼86 cm in the east
to ∼46 cm in the west, and decreases by ∼10 cm every ∼100 km (1981–2010;
Prism Climate Group, Oregon State University, prism.oregonstate.edu).
Rainfall variability is also high throughout the gradient, with the coefficient
of variation for mean monthly precipitation no less than 0.8 at any site. Soils
are rocky, calcareous Mollisols. Sample locations within sites were selected to
minimize differences in topography (<2% slope) and the plant community
(native grassland with <50% woody plant cover).
In October 2008, we sampled 12 sites across the gradient (SI Appendix,
Table S1). At each site, we identified a 20 × 20-m plot that met our criteria
and collected ∼15 L of soil by sampling to a depth of 10 cm at a minimum of
10 separate points from randomly generated locations in the plot. Soils from
within each site were combined, transported to the laboratory on ice, and
sieved to 2 mm to homogenize within 24 h of collection. Subsamples were
taken for analysis of soil pH, organic C, total inorganic nitrogen (TIN), microbial biomass C and N, soil moisture, and microbial community composition (SI Appendix, SI Methods); the remaining soils were air dried in the
laboratory to ∼5% gravimetric soil moisture for use in the long-term reciprocal moisture experiment described below. From each 20 × 20-m plot,
we also collected standing dead leaf litter from the dominant grasses. Litter
from all sites was combined, dried to constant weight at 60 °C, ground to 2mm particle size to homogenize, and quantified for C content by combustion; the litter C content was used to determine the amount of litter added
in the laboratory reciprocal moisture experiment (see below).
Laboratory Reciprocal Soil Moisture Experiment. To separate the effects of
historical and current moisture on microbial respiration, we exposed soils
collected as described above from different precipitation regimes to a range
of soil moistures reflective of the gradient moisture conditions. For this
purpose, we binned the gradient into three precipitation regions (east,
central, and west) with four sites in each region based on the top, middle, and
bottom third values of mean annual precipitation (MAP; 1981–2010, PRISM
Climate Group, Oregon State University, prism.oregonstate.edu). In the east,
central, and west regions, MAP ranged from 80 to 90, 61 to 76, and 40 to
60 cm, respectively. To create the reciprocal design, soils (60 g) were added
to microcosms (500-mL glass canning jars) and incubated at four soil moisture treatments (7%, 15%, 23%, and 29%) that were selected on the basis of
the range of soil moisture measured across the precipitation gradient. To
examine potential interactions between water and substrate availability, we
added 0.68 g of litter to half of the experimental microcosms, representing
an approximate 10% increase over baseline soil C content. The full factorial
design included three regions, four sites per region, four moisture treatments,
two litter treatments, and 2 microcosms per treatment combination, for
192 total microcosms. Note that site was the level of replication in this design,
and the two microcosms per site per treatment were averaged for all analyses.
For 12 mo, microcosms were incubated at 24 °C in the dark and moisture
treatments maintained within ±1% via weekly weighing. To measure CO2 flux
from soils, air samples were collected from the headspace of each microcosm
at the initial setup and 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 12, 16, 20, 24, and 52 wk after the start
of the incubation experiment.
Field Reciprocal Transplant Common Gardens. A reciprocal transplant experiment was established along the precipitation gradient to examine soil microbial responses to new rainfall regimes when open to dispersal from the
surrounding region. The experiment consisted of two common garden plots
located at a historically wetter eastern site (MAP = 89 cm; Ladybird Johnson
Wildflower Center) and a historically drier site 300 km to the west (MAP =
63 cm; MOR Ecolab) (SI Appendix, Table S1). Soils from three eastern sites
and three western sites were incubated at each common garden in PVC
cores, creating a full factorial combination of home region and transplanted
treatments. As a control treatment, six cores containing soils sampled on site
were also incubated in each garden. Soils were collected in July 2011, sieved
to 2 mm, packed into cores at approximately natural bulk density (150 g at
∼0.95 g·cm3), and transported to each common garden site within a week of
collection. Cores were made of PVC pipe 5-cm diameter × 15-cm depth with
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covariate in our statistical models. Across the rain gradient sites,
microbial biomass C varied by four times, but was independent
of historical mean annual rainfall (r2 = 0.048, P = 0.490). Microbial biomass C did not significantly covary with respiration in
any of the experiments testing moisture dependence (SI Appendix, Tables S3 and S4) and instead generally reflected site or
garden differences (SI Appendix, Tables S1 and S6–S9). This
observation supports a decoupling between microbial physiological and biomass responses to water availability, meaning that
microbial moisture responses may not be predictable from the
size of the biomass pool. However, the chloroform-fumigation
direct-extraction method used here can lyse living, dead, and
dormant cells and thus this relationship needs to be further
investigated.
Greater moisture sensitivity of respiration for soils from historically wetter sites contrasts with our previous findings that
enzyme activities were more sensitive to moisture in historically
drier sites on this same gradient (18). Long-term selection in
drought-prone environments likely affects microbial metabolism
and extracellular enzymes in different ways. In drier, more
stressful environments, we might expect decreased moisture
sensitivity of microbial respiration if C is instead allocated to
survival mechanisms. In the same conditions, increased moisture
sensitivity of enzymes can support maximizing resource availability during brief water pulses. If this is the case, water inputs
should cause a more rapid rise in extracellular enzyme activities
that release resources compared with intracellular activities that
affect respiration in drought-prone habitats. Additionally, because enzymes can persist in the environment while stabilized on
soil minerals (19), enzymatic responses to environmental change
may occur over different time scales than respiratory responses
of the microbial biomass.
Variation in the ecological mechanisms underlying microbial
responses to climate may explain why experimental manipulations do not consistently generate legacy effects (20, 21). In our
system, we argue that differential local microbial adaptation or
prior species sorting combined with resistance to species turnover are at play, reflecting variation in local site climatic history.
Biotic legacies observed elsewhere support this idea; for example, the effect of site of origin on soil respiration persisted after a
17-y reciprocal transplant across an elevation gradient (22).
However, results of reciprocal transplants can be mixed and may
depend on whether the soils remain within their existing climate
envelope (23). High resistance has also been found in long-term
climate change experiments. In temperate forests, microbial acclimation to warming was only evident after 15–18 y based largely
on reductions in microbial biomass and substrate depletion (24,
25), whereas the microbial community shifted between 12 and
20 y as the organic horizon came to resemble the mineral horizon
(26). A similar time frame was also required to see effects of
warming on microbial communities in subarctic heath (27). Although most studies of microbial responses to environmental
change are short term, long-term moisture manipulations are
needed for insight into the time scales and mechanisms by which
microbial moisture responses and moisture sensitivity can shift.
Based on this series of 12- to 18-mo experiments, we demonstrate that microbial respiration is effectively locally specialized to moisture, although the mechanism could be either prior
selection on community assembly or microbial physiology. We
also demonstrate high resistance to change. This combination of
local specialization and resistance can generate historical contingencies in the respiration–moisture relationship. The magnitude and persistence of such functional legacies are expected to
vary across ecosystems, with substantial implications for ecosystem C models. If historical contingencies in soil respiration prove
to be widespread, then moisture functions in C models should be
both spatially and temporally dynamic, whereas current models
use static moisture functions (2, 7, 8, 28). One possibility for

38-μm mesh bottoms to allow for drainage while preventing root in-growth
from below. The cores were buried in a 6 × 3-m grid at 50-cm intervals,
arranged in random order with respect to treatment.
Each factorial combination of common garden and soil origin treatments
contained 12 experimental replicates, yielding a total of 72 cores at each
common garden site in addition to the six control cores (n = 78 per garden,
156 for the entire experiment). Cores remained in the field for 18 mo until
harvest in December 2012, at which time cores were removed from the
ground intact and transported to the laboratory on ice where microbial
biomass C was measured (SI Appendix, SI Methods). Soils from each core
were sieved to 2 mm and homogenized. To examine how the common
garden environments affected soil microbial responses to water availability,
soil subsamples from each field core were randomly assigned to dry (10%) or
wet (25%) soil moisture treatments, and soil respiration was monitored for
8 wk (SI Appendix, SI Methods).
Field Rainfall Manipulation Experiment. In November 2013, we sampled an
experimental rainfall common garden located at the Ladybird Johnson
Wildflower Center (30) (SI Appendix, Fig. S5). Soils were sampled from two
rainfall treatments, high (1,331 mm·y−1) and low (326 mm·y−1), that were
implemented beginning in May 2012, after a year of establishment at the
local mean of 850 mm. Soils were collected from four plots per treatment
(two 2.5-cm diameter × 10-cm deep cores per plot), combined within
treatments, sieved to 2 mm, and air dried to ∼5% soil moisture. To examine
how rainfall treatments affected soil microbial responses to water availability, soil subsamples were added to microcosms that were maintained at
5% or 25% soil moisture and soil respiration was measured over 8 wk (SI
Appendix, SI Methods).
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Statistical Analyses. For the gradient soils, we characterized the changes in
bacterial community composition among sites using nonmetric multidimensional scaling in PC Ord (v6.19) (31). To examine potential drivers of
bacteria community composition, the resulting two NMS axes were then
used as the dependent variables. We used stepwise multiple regressions for
each NMS axis with independent variables related to climate (soil moisture,
1-mo rainfall, 6-mo rainfall, MAP, historical mean maximum, and minimum
annual temperature) and soils (microbial biomass C and N, soil C, TIN, percentage clay, and pH). Regression statistics were carried out in SPSS (v23,
IBM). Error terms reported in text and figures are ±1 SE.
In the laboratory reciprocal moisture incubation, soil respiration across all
12 sampling dates was analyzed with repeated measures ANOVA as a
function of region of origin, soil moisture treatment, litter treatment, and
their interactions; in addition, site nested in region was included as a random
factor. Greenhouse–Geisser corrections were used when sphericity was violated.
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Ryan–Einot–Gabriel–Welsch multiple range tests. Significant interactions were
tested by examining each level of one factor across levels of the other factor
using one-way ANOVA and post hocs as above.
We calculated the moisture sensitivity of respiration as the linear slope of
the relationship between respiration (μmol CO2 g−1 soil h−1) and moisture (g
water) for each site origin and litter treatment. Data from the first 8 wk of
sampling were included to limit any effect of declining respiration caused by
nonrenewal of labile C in microcosms. Stepwise multiple regression with AIC
was used to examine how moisture sensitivity varied with litter and climate
and soil characteristics of the site of origin (MAP, mean annual minimum and
maximum temperatures, microbial biomass C and N, soil percentage C, TIN,
percentage clay, and pH). Site variables were examined for collinearity; all had
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ANCOVA was used to test for an interaction between litter and significant
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SPSS (v23).
In the field common gardens, respiration was analyzed with repeated
measures ANOVA and as a function of common garden location (eastern vs.
western), region of origin (eastern vs. western), moisture treatment (high or
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